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Welcome to the 2021 Open
Can you hear it? It’s a squash ball ricocheting off glass walls
as it’s hit over and over by two of the world’s most talented
players. They grunt, their shoes squeak, and the crowd roars.
Can you see it? It’s San Francisco’s iconic Ferry Building as
the backdrop to a venue playing host to a one-of-a-kind,
world-class sporting event in the heart of the Embarcadero.
Can you feel it? It’s your brand logo perfectly placed across
the walls of the glittering squash arena, and thousands of
people are taking notice.
From September 21st to September 27th, the
Oracle NetSuite Open Squash Championship returns for
the ninth year, and promises to be the most attended, and
most talked about edition in the event's history.
The Open is sanctioned by the Professional Squash
Association and is the 10th largest men's and women's
prize money event on the PSA World Tour.

2019 Champion and World No. 1, Mohamed ElShorbagy (foreground)
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From breathtaking Bay Bridge
views to everything the
Embarcadero has to offer, the
Open takes place at its
prominent waterfront location
next to the city’s famous Ferry
Building. Encompassing one
end of Market Street, to
Embarcadero Plaza and the
Financial District, this
fashionable part of the city is
the perfect place to host an
event—and to promote your
brand to the fullest.

San Francisco

Pier 3

Embarcadero
Center

South Lawn at Embarcadero Plaza
At the corner of Don Chee Way & Steuart St.

Port of
San Francisco
Autodesk
Gallery
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squash after dark

VIP HOSPITALITY
You and your guests will have access to a separate VIP Hospitality area featuring premium food,
beverages, and a wide array of special amenities. This is your chance to mingle with friends and
fellow VIP guests before and in between Open matches.
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Social Events
The Oracle NetSuite Open
enjoys several marketable
and valuable special events,
including the Pro Am,
offering incredible lifetime
experiences to "play with the
pros," a sophisticated and
convenient opening
Reception, and a festive and
fun FanFest, where kids of
every age enjoy games of
choice with their heroes
including squash, table
tennis, foosball, bocce,
and cornhole.
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MARKETING SOLUTIONS

Sponsoring the Oracle NetSuite Open
benefits your brand
Raises brand awareness to a large audience
Creates positive PR
Showcases your products and/or services
Enhances brand positioning using
associative imagery and media coverage
Creates an emotional attachment to
your brand
Receiving certificate from City of San Francisco,
Promoter John Nimick (L), Oracle SVP Evan Goldberg (C)
and Phil Ginsburg President SF Rec & Park (R)
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Let Us Put the Open to Work For You

Camille Serme (L) and Nour El Tayeb (R)

You will receive the exclusive right to promote your
brand in highly engaging ways during the weeklong,
world class international event.
• Three valuable sponsorship options
• Priority branding throughout 15,000 sq ft venue
• Impact on an exclusive and affluent market
• Opportunity to connect with the San Francisco
business community as well as squash
enthusiasts from around the globe
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Media
The Open generates media coverage reaching an audience in excess of 101 million from all over the globe. We also
promote the event to local TV and radio stations throughout the Bay Area.

engaged:

coverage:

International media coverage details available on request.
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Make Your Impression Felt

STREAMING IMPACT

The Ferry Building sees 11,000 PEOPLE
pass through it every day

48,000

MATCH VIEWS IN 2019

An estimated 50,000 PEOPLE
will be impacted in person by the Open
2000+ SPECTATORS
are expected to be in attendance
All matches will be STREAMED LIVE
by PSA SquashTV

PSA WORLD TOUR PLATFORMS
137,000

MONTHLY VISITORS

SOCIAL MEDIA FOLLOWERS

3,400,000

925,000

IMPRESSIONS

Sponsors can invite guests to meet
CITY LEADERS & WORLD-CLASS ATHLETES

538,000+

VIDEO VIEWS

Global print media audience reach in excess
of 101 Million in 60 outlets.
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Who Plays Squash?

Key U.S.A. Demographics
INCOME & PROFESSION

FINANCIALS

LIFESTYLE

Own their own home

80%

Play squash more than twice a week

80%

Own investment real estate

36%

Play golf

49%

Own two residences

26%

Play tennis

45%

Own public equities

65%

Fly internationally at least once a year

74%

EDUCATION & RESIDENTIAL LOCATION

Own bonds

37%
Fly more than 3x a year

58%

Male

Own investments greater than $250K

Fly more than 10x a year

24%

Belong to a club

52%

Read the New York Times

45%

Read The Wall Street Journal

35%

Earn a household income above $175k

36%

Are senior management, equity partners
or business owners

36%

86%

30%

Female

14%

Own investments greater than $1M

23%

Are college graduates

91%

Own two cars for personal use

40%

Have a Master’s Degree

32%

Own an SUV

38%

Reside in the Northeast

52%

Own an imported luxury car

29%

Source: US Squash
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The PROS
The Open features the top ranked men’s and women’s
squash players in the world.
Men's Open Champions

Highest World Rank

Mohamed Elshorbagy

2017, ’19

No. 1

Ali Farag

2018

No. 1

Ramy Ashour

2013, ’15

No. 1

Grégory Gaultier

2012, ’14, ’16

No. 1

Women's Open Champions

Highest World Rank

Raneem El Welily

2019

No. 1

Sarah-Jane Perry

2017, 18

No. 6

Laura Massaro

2016

No. 1

Amanda Sobhy

2015

No. 6
Defending Champions Mohamed
Elshorbagy and Raneem El Welily
with SVP Oracle Evan Goldberg
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A world SPORT Squash is growing and global
There are an estimated 1.1M squash players in the US

Every major PSA tournament is streamed live by SquashTV

There are an estimated 12M squash players
worldwide in 122 countries

Each SquashTV match generates an estimated 15-20K
viewers per match

Major events take place in:

Detroit
Chicago

Netherlands
Toronto
New York

San Francisco

Philadelphia

Dallas

Guatemala

Sweden

London

Zurich
France

Qatar
Egypt

Shanghai
Saudi
Arabia

Dubai

Hong Kong

Malaysia
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Our local impact Supporting Urban Youth
SquashDrive, the official charity of the Open,
is an integral part of the Squash & Education
Alliance. The non-profit is dedicated to
providing inner-city Bay Area youth with
valuable life skills, an accessible path toward
college, and tools for living healthy lives.
This effective after school enrichment program
also focuses on teaching the basic
fundamentals of squash. The goal of the
lessons is to create a personal drive in the
teens that will help them become successful
young adults who can make a positive impact
on the world.

2018 Open Champion Sarah-Jane Perry (Center) with students from SquashDrive
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nicks & boasts

BRAND IMPACT
Sponsors benefit from prominent logo
placement. Have your company logo
seen by thousands as it graces ideal
spots on the all-glass walls of the court.
The Open offers a limited number of
Sponsorship packages:
1x Platinum Title Sponsor
1x Gold Elite Sponsor
4x Silver Premium Sponsors
4x Bronze Classic Sponsors
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SPONSORSHIP TIERS

Elite Package
Premium Package

CLASSIC Package

$30,000

$125,000
Exclusive Gold presenting sponsor

$12,500

Exclusive sponsorship of one session of play
or alternative promotion

Direct association/support of the
event’s Women's Division

Category exclusivity

Category exclusivity

Category exclusivity

Logo on 4 venue banner stands

Third highest level of venue branding,
both inside and outside the Arena

Second highest level of venue branding,
both inside and outside the Arena

2 spots in sponsor pro am/clinic
with top PSA pros

2 spots in sponsor pro am/clinic
with top PSA pros

4 spots in sponsor pro am/clinic
with top PSA pros

1 corporate box and 4 patron packages
providing VIP access for 8 guests to each
session & tournament Reception

16 premier VIP tickets to each session &
tournament Reception

Front wall branding visible on all PSA
SquashTV broadcasts

Spectator and TV-visible in-court
electronic branding

Priority display space

Priority display space

Full page program AD

Full page program AD with
preferred location

Cover location AD and logo
in program

Logo and link on website

Logo on poster, all event collateral
and website with links

Logo on poster, all event collateral
and website with links

1 corporate box providing VIP access
for 4 guests to each session
& tournament reception
Logo on both the inside and outside
of the court perimeter signage
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Let's Talk
The 2021 Oracle NetSuite Open Squash Championship
in San Francisco is produced by Squash Engine, the pioneer
in global squash promotions.
Since 1999, John Nimick and his team at Squash Engine, Inc.
have produced 57 major portable glass court squash events
with an enterprise value of more than $48,000,000.
The J.P. Morgan Tournament of Champions

New York

John G. Nimick
President
+ 1 (617) 731-6874
John@squashengine.com
SquashEngine.com
Showdown at Symphony

Boston
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SQUASH ENGINE, INC.
Oraclenetsuiteopen.com

